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Give Gifts A  
Personal Touch
 
Mix and match products to create the perfect gift,  

and we’ll kit them with decorative packaging for  

a personal touch. Perfectly Packaged™ also includes  

unlimited drop shipments, so you can deliver  

gifts directly to homes or offices.

It’s never been easier to create gifts 

that make a big impression.

Decorative Packaging & Unlimited Drop Shipments

Cost-Effective
Kitting & Fulfillment
Instead of paying to have multiple products 

shipped from multiple suppliers for fulfillment  

and kitting, we handle everything all in one 

place, saving you time, money and effort.

☑ No inbound shipping costs

☑ More to spend on gifts they’ll love!

☑ No fulfillment costs

 
 

Just $9 [G] Per Box!    

• Sturdy Lift-Top Box 

   Creates a more memorable gift experience.

• Decorative Packing Paper 

   Adds a personal touch. Choose blue or gray.

• Custom Branded Sticker 

   Make an impression the moment  

   the gift arrives. 

• Card For The Occasion  

   Choose from our templates,  

   or provide artwork and we’ll print it for you.

• Better For The Planet 

    Box and paper are made with recycled  

   material – and both can be recycled, too.
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Convenient Flat Rate 
Shipping Options

Perfectly Packaged™ includes three flat rate 

shipping options you can add to any order, 

making it easy to give customers a quote.

We proudly 
ship using UPS 
carbon neutral

We’re proud to ship orders using UPS® carbon neutral,  

which supports projects to offset emissions of your  

shipment’s transport. With environmental projects ranging 

from reforestation and wastewater treatment to landfill  

gas destruction, UPS® carbon neutral is another way  

we can all work together to make a difference.      

Small Box
Add $13.50[G]

As Large As 14" x 9" x 4" 
(504 in3)

Medium Box
Add $17.50[G]

As Large As 17.5" x 13" x 4.5" 
(1,024 in3)

Large Box
Add $27.00[G]

As Large As 19" x 17" x 15" 
(1,024 in3)



Add A Retail Feel
Make Perfectly Packaged™ gifts even better by adding retail-style crinkle paper. 

Include SKU 9888-20kp on your purchase order.  
Crinkle paper price is $2.50[G] per box.
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